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The paper deals with spectral properties of abelian dynamical semigroups on von
Neumann algebras. The notions of an eigenvalue and eigenspace for such semi-
groups are defined, generalizing those known for the classical case, and the
existence of normal projections on the eigenspaces is proved. A more detailed
study of properties of these projections is performed. Also spectral properties
of tensor products of completely positive dynamical semigroups are investigated.
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INTRODUCTION
In the paper, we study some spectral properties of abelian semigroups of
linear normal positive unital mappings of a von Neumann algebra into
itself. Such semigroups have recently become an object of intensive investi-
gations, which is in part due to the fact that they serve as a tool for a
description of the dynamics of a quantum open system. In this approach,
 .they usually have the form a : t P 0 with an additional continuityt
assumption on the map t ª a and sometimes a stronger positivity re-t
 .quirement, e.g., that the a 's are completely or two- positive. However, itt
seems both interesting and important to study a more general situation,
whenever possible, and in the first part of this paper we do so for
 .semigroups a : g g G where G is an abelian semigroup without anyg
topology and the a 's are merely positive. It turns out that this settingg
allows a generalization of some results obtained earlier in the case of
 .  .continuous semigroups a : t P 0 of completely or two- positive map-t
 w x.pings cf. 1, 4, 11 . Nevertheless, the assumption of complete positivity is
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essential in considering the tensor product of semigroups in order to
guarantee that this product consists of positive mappings. In the last
section of the paper, we analyse spectral properties of such a tensor
product, disregarding still any continuity properties of the action g ª a .g
1. PRELIMINARIES
 .A dynamical system is a triple m , a , v consisting of a von Neumann
algebra m , a representation a of an abelian semigroup G into the set of
linear normal positive identity-preserving mappings on m , and a normal
faithful a-invariant state v on m.
<  . <Let f be a complex-valued function on G with f g s 1, g g G. f will
be called an eigenvalue of a if there exists a non-zero x g m such that for
all g g G
a x s f g x . .g
It is clear that f is a semigroup homomorphism from G into the unit
 .circle. The set of all eigenvalues of a is called the point spectrum of a
 .and denoted by s a . Note that the constant function 1 always belongs to
 .s a . To each eigenvalue f we associate the eigenspace
m s x g m : a x s f g x , g g G . . 4f g
It is easily seen that m is a s-weakly closed subspace of m.f
The notion of the eigenvalue introduced above is a generalization and
.at the same time a restriction to the case of an arbitrary abelian semi-
group of the corresponding notion for the semigroup R or an LCA group.q
In those cases, by an eigenvalue is understood a number c such that
a x s eict x, t P 0, for some non-zero x in the case of the semigroup R ,t q
 .or a character x of G such that a x s x g x in the case of an LCA groupg
 w x. 5 5G cf. 2, Chap. 4.4.11 . The condition a s 1 leads to the restrictiont
Im c P 0 and special attention is paid to the eigenvalues c for which
 w x.Im c s 0 cf. 4, 11 . If we adopted this pattern in full generality we could
define an eigenvalue as a function f from G into the unit disc satisfying
 .a x s f g x for some non-zero x; however, a special role played by theg
eigenvalues of modulus one prompted us to confine ourselves to the more
restrictive definition.
The problem of the existence of non-trivial eigenvalues i.e., different
.from 1 seems to be complicated. As is shown by Corollary 5 in this paper,
it depends on some algebraic-topological properties of the semigroup
 .a : g g G . By way of an introductory discussion, we would like tog
address this problem in a couple of concrete examples.
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 .  .1 Let a : g g G be an abelian dynamical semigroup consistingg
of *-homomorphisms of m. Then each function f on G such that a x sg
 .f g x, g g G, for some non-zero x g m is an eigenvalue.
Indeed, we have
a x* s f g x*, .  .g
and, consequently,
< < 2a x*x s a x* a x s f g x*x , .  .  .g g g
which leads to the equality
< < 2v x*x s f g v x*x .  .  .
<  . <implying, by the faithfulness of v, that f g s 1.
 .  m. m2 Let g : s g R be a representation of R by a group ofs
*-automorphisms of m , and let 0 / s g R m be an eigenvalue of g , i.e.,0
there is an x / 0 in m such that0
g x s ei s , s0 .x , s g R m .s 0 0
Let X be the subspace of R m orthogonal to s and let0 0
k
X s X q s , k s 0, "1, . . . .k 0 025 5s0
Take G as the semigroup of all probability measures l on R m such that
 .l X s 1 for some integer k, with convolution as the semigroup opera-k
  .  .tion G is a semigroup because if l X s 1, m X s 1, thenk 1
 . . .l)m X s 1 . Define a representation a of G bykq1
a x s g x l ds , l g G, x g m . .  .  .Hl s
mR
Note, in passing, that the above representation considered for l being a
complex-valued measure on R m is the well-known representation of the
m w x .group algebra of the group R , cf. 5, Chap. V .
We have
i s , s0 . Ãa x s e x l ds s l s x , .  .  .Hl 0 0 0 0
mR
Ãwhere l stands for the characteristic function of measure l. The function
Ãf l s l s , l g G, .  .0
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is a homomorphism of G into the unit disc. Moreover, if s g X , thenk
 .  .s, s s k, which implies for l g G, l X s 1, the formula0 k
Ã i s , s0 . i s , s0 . i k ikl s s e l ds s e l ds s e l ds s e .  .  .  .H H H0
mR X Xk k
<  . <showing that f l s 1, which means that f is a non-trivial eigenvalue
of a .
 . w x  .3 This example is taken from 11 . Let g : s g R be a one-param-s
eter group of *-automorphisms of m such that v ? g s v, s g R, and puts
1¡ 2ys r te g x ds, t ) 0, .H s~ ’a x s p t Rt ¢
x , t s 0.
 . wThen m , a , v is a dynamical system on R and, according to 11,q
xExample 2, p. 417 the equality
a x s eict x , t P 0,t
implies c s ia for some a P 0. This means that zero is the only real
eigenvalue of a or, in our terminology, that the constant function 1 is the
only eigenvalue of a .
 .  .Let us put S s a G . Then S is a semigroup contained in B m }the0 0 1
unit ball in the space of all bounded linear mappings of m into itself. The
 .spectrum of S , s S , is obviously defined as the set of all functions u0 0 0
on S having absolute value one and such that0
F x s u F x , F g S , 1 .  .  .0 0
 .for some non-zero x g m. To each f g s a we associate u defined on0
S by0
u F s f g for F s a . 2 .  .  .0 g
 .To see that u is well-defined, notice that if F s a s a and f g s a ,0 g h
then there is 0 / x g m such that
f g x s a x s a x s f h x , .  .g h
 .  .  .and thus f g s f h . Clearly, u belongs to s S . On the other hand, if0 0
 .u g s a , then defining f on G by0
f g s u a 3 .  .  .0 g
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 .we get f g s a , and it is readily seen that the above procedure yields a
 .  .1 y 1 correspondence between s a and s S ; moreover, we have0
m s m s x g m : F x s u F x , F g S . 4 .  .f u 0 00
Now, let us introduce for S the point-weak topology, i.e., the topology0
 .inherited from B m and given there as the topology of convergence
 .  .F ª F if, for each x g m , F x ª F x weakly. Observe that, by thei i
boundedness in norm of S , this topology on S is the same as the point0 0
}s-weak topology. Denoting by S the closure of S in this topology, we0
w x  .infer, on account of 6 , that S is a compact subset of B m . Since v is1
w xnormal faithful and S -invariant, it follows, by virtue of 10, Theorem 4 ,0
that S consists of normal mappings. In what follows, while referring to a
 .topology on subsets of B m , we shall always mean the point-weak1
 .s-weak topology. With this topology S may fail to be a topological
semigroup: still, it is a semi-topological semigroup in the sense that
multiplication is separately continuous. Summing up: S is a compact
abelian semi-topological semigroup of normal linear positive unital maps
on m.
 .  .Let u g s S . Formula 1 yields then the uniform continuity of u in0 0 0
 .the customary uniform structure on S regarded as a subset of B m and0
thus u may be uniquely extended to a continuous function u on S . It is0
 .  .immediately verified that u g s S . Conversely, if u g s S , then for u0
 .defined as the restriction of u to S , we have u g s S , so we again0 0 0
 .  .have a 1 y 1 correspondence between s S and s S such that0
m s m s x g m : F x s u F x , F g S . 4 .  .u u0
2. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
In this section, we want to prove the existence of normal projections
 .onto the spaces m for f g s a , investigate their properties, and obtainf
a spectral representation for the elements of some subgroup of S . To this
end, we make use of the theory of abelian compact semi-topological
semigroups developed by Jacobs, Deleeuw, and Glicksberg. An account of
w xthis theory, sufficient for our purposes, can be found, e.g., in 7 . Here we
briefly summarize its main points. For the semigroup S , there exists a
unique minimal ideal K ; S , called the kernel of S and defined as
K s F S ,F
FgS
such that K is a compact topological group, and if « is the unit of K, then
K s « S .
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 .Let us recall that a linear space A ; B H , H being a Hilbert space, is
called a JW *-algebra if a is s-weakly closed, contains the identity opera-
1  .tor, and for any a, b g a the Jordan product a( b s ab q ba belongs2
to a. Let n denote the s-weak closure of the linear span of Df g s a .
m s D m .f u g s a . u
THEOREM 1. The following statements hold true:
 .i « is a normal faithful positi¨ e projection of norm one onto n;
 .ii n is a JW *-subalgebra of m , in¨ariant with respect to F g K;
 .  < 4iii the set K s F n : F g K is a compact group of Jordann
*-automorphisms of n , isomorphic with K.
 .Proof. i As a group unit, « is obviously a projection and
v (« s v 4 .
because v is S - hence S-invariant. Since v is normal and faithful and «0
 .is positive, 4 implies that « is also normal and faithful; moreover, «
 .  .has norm one because « | s |. Take an arbitrary u g s S and let
 .  .0 / x g m . Then F x s u F x for all F g S , in particular,u
« F x s u « F x , F g S 5 .  .  .
and also
« F x s « « F x s u « F « x . .  .  .  . .
On the other hand, we have
« F x s u F « x , F g S , 6 .  .  .  .
which gives
u « F « x s u F « x , F g S . .  .  .  .
 .  .On account of 5 and the abelianness of S , « x / 0, so we get
u « F s u F , F g S , 7 .  .  .
 .  .  .  .and 5 , 6 yield « x s x, hence x g « m . Thus we have the inclusion
m ; « m . .D u
 .ugs S
 .Since « m , as the range of a normal projection, is a s-weakly closed
 .linear subspace of m , we infer that n ; « m .
 . wThe reverse inclusion may be proved exactly as in Theorem 3.5 a in 4,
x w xp. 412 which, in turn, follows the reasoning in 7, p. 107 , so we only sketch
its proof.
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ÃFor any x in the dual group K of K and x g m , we define x byx
c x s x F c F x dF , c g m#, .  .  . .Hx
K
where dF is the Haar measure on K. It is easily verified that x g n , andx
 .  .to prove that « m ; n it suffices to show that « m is contained in the
Ã 4s-weak closure of the linear span of x : x g K, x g m . For this onex
Ã .shows that, for any f g m#, the equality f x s 0 for all x g K impliesx
Ã  ..  .f « x s 0. But if f x s 0 for x g K, thenx
Ãx F f F x dF s 0, x g K, .  . .H
K
  ..which implies that the function F ª f F x must be identically zero on
  ..K, in particular, f « x s 0.
 .ii Since n is the range of a faithful positive projection and n is
w xs-weakly closed, it follows from 3 that n is a JW *-algebra. For each
F g K, we have F s « F, which means that n is F-invariant.
Ä .iii K is a group, and for F g K let F denote its group inverse, so
Ä Ä  .  .that FF s FF s « . If F a s F b for some a, b g n , then we have
Ä Äa s « a s FF a s FF b s « b s b , .  .  .  .
thus F is injective on n.
Ä  .For an arbitrary a g n , F a g n and
Äa s « a s FF a , .  .
which means that F takes n onto n.
Let now a be a selfadjoint element of n. The Schwarz inequality yields
22F a P F a . .  .
ÄUsing again this inequality and the positivity of F, we get
22 22 2 2 2Ä Ä Äa s « a s FF a P F F a P FF a s « a s a . .  .  .  .  . .
In particular,
22 Äa s F F a . .
and thus
2 22F a s « F a s F a . .  .  . .
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That F is a Jordan *-automorphism on n follows now in the standard way
upon observing that for an arbitrary element of a JW *-algebra its real and
imaginary parts are also in this algebra.
The relation F s F« for F g K shows that the mapping j : K 2 F ª
<F n g K is a bijection; certainly, it is also a group isomorphism. Takingn
< <for K the ``naturally induced'' topology given by convergence F n ª F nn i
 .  . y1if, for each a g n , F a ª F a weakly, all we need is to verify that ji
< <is continuous. So, assume that F n ª F n. For each x g m , we havei
< <F x s F « x s F n « x ª F n « x s F« x .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .i i i
s F x , .
y1showing the continuity of j and finishing the proof.
 .The algebra n is called the spectral algebra of the system m , a , v .
Remark. Assuming the Schwarz property of the mappings a 's andg
.hence the mappings in S , we obtain that n is a von Neumann subalgebra
of m , « is a normal faithful conditional expectation onto n , and K is an
 w x.group of *-automorphisms of n cf. 4, Theorem 3.5 .
Let now N be the Hilbert space completion of the space n with respect
to the inner product
 :a, b s v a( b* , a, b g n , .
A Aand put for the norm determined by this product. Let K* denote the
algebraic dual of K, i.e., the set of all group homomorphisms of K into
the unit circle. For x g K*, put
xK s x F F : F g K . 8 4 .  .
x xFor C g co K , the closure of the convex hull of K in the point-weak
topology, define U on n byC
U a s C a , a g n . 9 .  .  .C
A ALEMMA 2. U is a bounded linear operator on n with U O 1.C C
xProof. Take first C g K . Then C s x F F for some F g K and we .
have, for a g n ,
A A 2  :U a s F a , F a s v F a* (F a s v F a*( a .  .  .  .  .  . .  .C
A A 2s v a*( a s a .
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because F is a Jordan *-automorphism on n and v is F-invariant, and
thus U is an isometry. Note, in passing, that by definition U takes nC C
.onto n , so U may be extended to a unitary on N. It follows thatC
A A xU O 1 for C g co K .C
x xNow, let C g co K . Due to convexity, co K coincides with the closure
x  4 xof co K in the point-s-strong* topology, and let C be a net in co Ki
 .  . wsuch that, for each a g n , C a ª C a s-strongly*. According to 9,i
xProposition III.5.3, p. 148 , the s-strong* topology on bounded parts of m
is metrized by the metric
1r2
d* x , y s v x y y ( x y y * 4 .  .  .
which for a, b g n amounts to
A Ad* a, b s a y b . .
 .In particular, since C a are bounded in norm, we geti
A A A AC a ª C a .  .i
and hence
A A A A A A A A A AU a s C a s lim C a s lim U a O a , .  .  .  .C i Cii i
proving the claim.
By the same symbol U , we shall denote the operator U extended toC C
w xthe whole of N. The following counterpart of Proposition 3 from 10 holds
true.
x  .  .PROPOSITION 3. Let J : co K ª B N be defined as J C s U . Then1 C
x .i J is an affine injecti¨ e semigroup homomorphism onto co J K , .
 .where the closure is in the strong topology on B N ;
x .ii J is a homeomorphism from co K with the point-s-strong* topol-
xogy to co J K with the strong topology. .
 .Proof. i By construction, J is an affine group homomorphism onto
x .J co K .
x  .  .If U s U for some C9, C0 g co K , then C9 a s C0 a for a g n ,C 9 C 0
 .  .and thus C9« x s C0 « x for x g m , which yields C9 s C0 since « is
xan identity for co K as well. Consequently, J is injective. Taking the
homeomorphic nature of J for granted, we get
x x xJ co K s J co K s co J K . .  . .
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x .ii For C9, C0 g co K and x g m , we have
A AU « x y U « x .  . .  .C 9 C 0
A As C9 « x yC0 x .  . . .
A As C9 x y C0 x s d* C9 x , C0 x .  .  .  . .
x  . 4and the boundedness in norm of the set C x : C g co K together with
the argument employed in the proof of Lemma 2 shows that J is a
homeomorphism.
Now we are in a position to prove the earlier mentioned theorem on
projections onto the spectral subspaces, generalizing considerably Theo-
w xrem 3.1 from 11 .
 .THEOREM 4. For each f g s a , there exists a normal norm one projec-
tion « from m onto m ha¨ing the properties:f f
 .  .i « a s a « s f g « ;f g g f f
 .ii « « s 0 for f 9 / f 0;f 9 f 0
 .iii v (« s 0 for f / 1;f
 .  .  .iv « x* s « x *, x g m.f f
Moreo¨er, « is the unique normal projection in co f g a : g g G satisfy- . 4f g
 .ing condition i .
 .  .  .Proof. First, observe that ii and iii follow from i and the relation
« g co f g a : g g G . Indeed, in this case « commutes with all a 's, . 4f g f g
and we have, for all g g G,
f 9 g « « s a « « s « « a s f 0 g « « .  .f 9 f 0 g f 9 f 0 f 9 f 0 g f 9 f 0
so either f 9 s f 0 or « « s 0.f 9 f 0
Similarly, for each g g G,
v (« s f g v ( a (« s f g v (« , .  .f g f f
 .which shows iii .
 .To prove iv , note that x* g m if and only if x g m , which, togetherf f
 .  .with ii , shows iv for x g D m . The linearity and normality of «f g s a . f f
 .give now iv for all x g n. If « g co f g a : g g G , then « commutes . 4f g f
with « , and we get
« x* s «« x* s « « x* s « « x * s « x * .  .  .  .  . .  .f f f f f
for all x g m.
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Thus, according to the identifications mentioned before, it is enough to
 .construct a projection « , for u g s S , such that « is a normal normu u
one projection onto m belonging to the set co u F F : F g S and 4 .u
satisfying
 .  .i9 « F s F« s u F « , F g S .u u u
 . <To this end, take u g s S and put x s u K. Certainly, x g K* and let
x  .  .K , U , and J be defined as in 8 , 9 , and in Proposition 3, respectively.C
There is a non-zero a g n such that
F a s x F a, F g K, .  .
 . xtherefore U a s a for C g K . According to the Alaoglu]BirkhoffC
theorem, there exists a non-zero projection P in the strong closure of thex
 x 4 set co U : C g K such that P is the projection onto j g N : U j sC x C
x 4j , C g K and
P U s U P s P , C g K x .x C C x x
Let
« s Jy1 P . .u x
xThen, by Proposition 3, « is a projection in co K . Sinceu
« a s P a s a .  .u x
« is non-zero, thus has norm one. Since J is a homomorphism, we haveu
« C s C« s « , C g K x ,u u u
which amounts to
« F s F« s x F « , F g K. .u u u
xNow, let F g S . As « is an identity in co K , we have
« F s « « F s x « F « s u « F « s u F « .  .  .  .u u u u u
 .  .by virtue of formula 7 . It immediately follows that « m ; m . On theu u
 .other hand, if x g m , then U x s x, and the Alaoglu]Birkhoff theo-u C
 .  .  .rem yields P x s x, so « x s x, showing that m ; « m and, conse-x u u u
quently, « is a projection onto m .u u
It remains to show that « is normal because in this case the uniquenessu
 .of « will follow from i9 and the condition « g co u F F : F g K . Let 4 .u u
 .t m , m# stand for the Mackey topology on m. Since v is a normal
w xfaithful K-invariant state on m , it follows from 10 that K is a
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 . xt m , m# -equicontinuous family of mappings of m , thus K is also a
 . w xt m , m# -equicontinuous family. By virtue of 8, Proposition 3.1 , we infer
xthat co K consists of normal mappings, which finishes the proof.
Remark 1. It should be noted here that the construction of the desired
wprojections could also be performed along the lines of 7, Theorem II.4.5,
xp. 106 ; however, the explicit method employed above allows us to obtain a
representation of these projections as projections in a Hilbert space which
.will be useful in Section 3 as well as a ``spectral representation'' of the
elements from K.
Remark 2. It is easily observed that we have also a 1 y 1 correspon-
 .  .dence between s S and s K given by the formulae
<u s x (« , x s u K,
 .  .for u g s S , x g s K , and such that m s m .u x
Theorem 4 leads to an interesting corollary connecting the structure of
the spectrum with the structure of the kernel and with a property of the
ergodic projection « .1
COROLLARY 5. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  4i s a s 1 ;
 .ii « g S ;1
 .  4iii K s « .
 .  4Proof. Certainly, s a s 1 if and only if n s m , i.e., « s « . We1 1
 .  .  .  .shall show that i « ii « iii « i .
 .  .i « ii . This is obvious, because « s « g K ; S .1
 .  .ii « iii . We have K ; F S for each F g S , in particular, K ; « S1
 4s « , because « F s « for all F g S .1 1 1
 .  .  4  4iii « i . If K s « , then co Ks « and since « g co K, we get1
« s « .1
We shall now give a ``spectral representation'' for the elements of K.
 . Let C g K, u g s S . Adopting the notation of Theorem 4 with one
.exception as below , we infer that U is a unitary such thatC
U P s P U s u C P , .C u u C u
<where we have denoted P instead of P for x s u K. The projections Pu x u
are orthogonal for different u 's, and put P s  P . Clearly,u g s  S . u
PU s u C P . .C u
 .ugs S
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Let a, b g D m . Thenu g s  S . u
F a s u 9 F a, F b s u 0 F b , F g S .  .  .  .
 .for some u 9, u 0 g s S , and since the elements of K are Jordan
*-automorphisms on n , we have
F a( b s F a (F b s u 9u 0 F a( b , F g S .  .  .  .  .
which means that a( b g D m . Put n for the linear span of theu g s  S . u 0
set D m . Then n is a Jordan U-algebra s-weakly dense in n , sou g s  S . u 0
according to the Kaplansky theorem which remains true for Jordan alge-
bras, the unit ball of n is s-strongly* dense in the unit ball of n. But, as0
we noticed before, the s-strong* topology on the unit ball is metrized by
A A  .the norm , thus the equality P a s a for a g n implies the0
 .equality P a s a for a g n , consequently, P is the identity on N. So, we
have the representation
U s u C P .C u
 .ugs S
which can also be written as
C s u C « , . u
 .ugs S
A Awhere the series on the right hand side is convergent in the point-
topology.
Let M be the Hilbert space completion of m with respect to the
 :  .product ? , ? . Denote by the same letters P, P for u g s S theu
extensions of the corresponding projections to the whole space M, such
that now P will be the projection from M onto N. We then have
 .LEMMA 6. For each x g m , Px s « x .
Proof. Since « is a normal faithful positive projection of norm one such
that v (« s v, it follows that for any x, y g m
« x(« y s « x (« y .  .  . .
 w  .  ..cf. 10, Theorem 4 4 and Lemma 1 ii . In particular, we have
 :« x , y s v « x ( y* s v « « x ( y* .  .  . .  . .
s v « x (« y* s v « x(« y* .  .  . .  . .
 :s v x(« y* s x , « y , x , y g m . .  . .
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 .   .:Thus if « x s 0, then x, « y s 0 for all y g m , which means that
 . H   ..« x g N and so Px s 0. Now for any x g m , « x y « x s 0, conse-
  ..  .  .quently, P x y « x s 0. Since P« x s « x , the conclusion follows.
 .  .COROLLARY 7. For u g s S , x g m , P x s « x .u u
Proof. Since P s « on n , we haveu u
P x s P Px s P « x s « « x s « x . .  .  .  . .  .u u u u u
3. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF PRODUCT SYSTEMS
  i.  i.  i..Let m , a , v , i s 1, 2, be two dynamical systems defined on
abelian semigroups G i., i s 1, 2, such that the mappings a  i. i., g  i. g G i.g
 1. 1. 1..are completely positive. By the tensor product system m , a , v m
 2. 2. 2..  .m , a , v we mean a system m , a , v consisting of the von Neu-
1. 2.mann algebra m s m m m , the representation a of the semigroup
1. 2.  . 1. 2.1. 2. 1. 2.G s G = G into B m defined by a s a m a and the stateg , g g g
1. 2.  . 1. 2.v s v m v . Note that the complete positivity of a followsg , g
from the complete positivity of a  i. i.. Let us further denote, as in Section 2,g
 i.  i.  i.S s a G , i s 1, 2. Since taking closure preserves complete positiv- .
ity, S  i. is an abelian semigroup of v  i.-invariant completely positive
normal identity-preserving mappings on m  i..
 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2.4Put, for a moment, S s F m F : F g S , F g S . This
notation is consistent as seen in the lemma below.
LEMMA 8. The following equality holds true
1. 2.S s a G = G . .
 1. 2.4 1. 2.Proof. Let F m F be a net in S . Since S and S areg g
 4 1. 1. 2. 2.compact, we can find a subnet g 9 and elements F g S , F g S0 0
such that F1. ª F1., F2. ª F2.. Assume that m  i. acts on Hilbert spaceg 9 0 g 9 0
H  i. and denote by m 1. m m 2. and H 1. m H 2. the respective algebraic
tensor products. Then we have, for each x g m 1. m m 2. and each
j , h g H 1. m H 2.,
F1. m F2. x j , h ª F1. m F2. x j , h . .  . . .g 9 g 9 0 0
 1. 2. .4The norm boundedness of the net F m F x yields the weak conver-g 9 g 9
1. 2. .gence of this net to F m F x .0 0
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Now, all the elements of S are positive and v-invariant which, by virtue
w xof 10, Theorem 4 , implies that the closure S of S consists of normal
1. 2. 4mappings. Thus if F g S is a limit point of the net F m F , then weg 9 g 9
get
F x s F1. m F2. x for all x g m 1. m m 2. , .  .0 0
and the normality of both mappings F and F1. m F2. together with the0 0
1. 2. 1. 2. 1.s-weak denseness of m m m in m m m show that F s F m0
2.  1. 2..F . This proves that S is compact. Clearly, a G = G ; S , so we get0
1. 2.the inclusion a G = G ; S . The reverse inclusion is proved in a .
1. 2.similar way upon observing that the set a G = G also consists of .
normal mappings.
1. 2.  1.Let n , n , n denote the spectral algebras of the systems m ,
1. 1..  2. 2. 2..  . 1. 2.a , v , m , a , v , m , a , v , respectively, and put « , « , « for
the corresponding projections onto the spectral algebras.
LEMMA 9. The following equality holds true
« s « 1. m « 2. .
Proof. Let K  i. be the kernel of S  i., i s 1, 2, and let K be the kernel
of S . Put
 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2.4R s C m C : C g K , C g K .
Repeating the argument that proved the compactness of S in Lemma 8,
we can show that R is compact, moreover, it is an ideal contained in S .
By the minimality of K, we get K ; R. On the other hand, for each
C1. m C2. g R we have C i. g F i.S  i. for any F i. g S  i., i s 1, 2,
1. 2.  1. 2.. 1. 2.which shows that C m C g F m F S and thus C m C g K,
giving the equality K s R. Since « 1. m « 2. is clearly the identity in R
and « is the identity in K, the conclusion follows.
We know, on account of the Remark following Theorem 1, that in our
present case the algebras n 1., n 2., n are actually von Neumann algebras.
Let us also notice that now the construction performed before Lemma 2
and employed in the proof of Theorem 4 can be replaced by the customary
 w x.GNS construction cf. 11 , and that Lemma 6 remains valid in this
situation. In the remainder of the paper, we shall adopt just this setup.
For the semigroups G i., G, denote by G i.*, G* the algebraic duals of
G i. and G, respectively, i.e., the sets of all homomorphisms of the
semigroup in question into the unit circle. For f  i. g G i.*, we let f 1. m f 2.
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denote the element of G* defined as
f 1. m f 2. g 1. , g 2. s f 1. g 1. f 2. g 2. , .  .  .
 1..  2..  1. 2. 1.and we symbolically write s a m s a for the set f m f : f g
 1.. 2.  2..4s a , f g s a .
  i.  i.  i..THEOREM 10. Let m , a , v , i s 1, 2, be two completely positi¨ e
dynamical systems. Then
s a 1. m a 2. s s a 1. m s a 2. . .  .  .
 i.  i.Proof. Put M s m , M s m , i s 1, 2, where the bar denotes the
Hilbert space completion in the norms given by the states v, v  i., i s 1, 2,
respectively, and let P, P  i. be the corresponding projections as considered
in Lemma 6. Let m 1. m m 2. be the algebraic tensor product of m 1. and
2. 1. Ã 2. 1.m , and denote by M m M the Hilbert space tensor product of M
and M 2.. Since m  i. is norm-dense in M 1., i s 1, 2, we have
1. 2. 1. 2.ÃM m M s m m m ; m s M .
On the other hand, for an arbitrary x g m there is, by virtue of the
 4 1. 2.Kaplansky theorem, a bounded net x ; m m m such that x ª x,g g
ws-strongly. The boundedness of the net implies by 9, Proposition III.5.3, p.
x148 that x ª x in the norm defined by the state v, and thusg
1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2.Ã Ãx g m m m s M m M . Consequently, m ; M m M and
1. 2. 1. 2. 1.Ã ÃM s m ; M m M , which yields M s M m M . Thus the set m
m m 2. is norm-dense in M and on this set we have, according to Lem-
ma 9,
P s « s « 1. m « 2. s P 1. m P 2. ,
which implies the equality
P s P 1. m P 2.
on the whole of M. Consequently, keeping the notation introduced before
Lemma 6, we get
P s P 1.1. m P 2.2. s P 1.1. m P 2.2. .  u u u u
1. 2. 1.1. 2. 1. .  .  .u gs S u gs S u gs S
2.2.  .u gs S
1.  1.. 2.  2.. 1.Observing that for u g s S , u g s S , u defined as u s u
2.  .m u is in s S , we can regroup the last sum to the form
P s P 1.1. m P 2.2. .  u u
1. 2. .ugs S u mu su
 i. i.  .u gs S
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Since P s  P , we get the equalityu g s  S . u
P s P 1.1. m P 2.2. , u g s S , .u u u
1. 2.u mu su
 i. i.  .u gs S
which yields the relation
s S s s S 1. m s S 2. , .  .  .
proving the claim.
 .Remark. Let u g s a . Then u factorizes as
u s u 1. m u 2. 10 .
1.  1.. 2.  2..with u g s S , u g s S , and we have
u F1. , F2. s u 1. F1. u 2. F2. , .  .  .
F1. g S 1. , F2. g S 2. ,
which gives
u 1. F1. s u F1. , « 2. , u 2. F2. s u « 1. , F2. , .  .  .  .
 .showing that representation 10 is unique. Consequently,
P s P 1.1. m P 2.2. ,u u u
which can also be written as
P s P 1.1. m P 2.2. , 11 .f f f
where
f s f 1. m f 2. , f g s a , .
f 1. g s a 1. , f 2. g s a 2. .  .
and the factorization above is unique.
There is also another notion of the product of two systems. Namely, we
can consider the actions a 1., a 2. on the same semigroup G9 s G1. s G2.
and put a X s a 1. m a 2. for g g G9. Our final aim is to investigateg g g
spectral properties of such a product.
THEOREM 11. The following equality holds true
s a 9 s f 1. f 2. : f 1. g s a 1. , f 2. g s a 2. . 4 .  .  .
Proof. Put G s G9 = G9, a s a 1. m a 2., g, h g G9, and considerg , h g h
1. 2. .together with our dynamical system m m m , a 9, v also the system
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1. 2. .m m m , a , v analysed before. Let S 9 s a 9 G9 and denote by .
K9, n9, « 9 the kernel, the spectral algebra, and the identity of K9, respec-
 .tively. For f g s a , put
f 9 g s f g , g , g g G9. .  .
 .Then f 9 g s a 9 ; moreover, since S 9 ; S , thus m ; m , which yieldsf f 9
the inclusion n ; n9 and, consequently,
«« 9 s « 9« s « .
1. 1. 1. 1.  4Now, let F g S . Then a ª F for some net g and theg gg2. 2. 2. 2.  4compactness of S yields a ª F g S for some subnet g . Asg g 9g 9
in the proof of Lemma 8, we infer that
a 1. m a 2. ª F1. m F2. ,g gg 9 g 9
thus for each F1. g S 1. there is F2. g S 2. such that F1. m F2. g S 9
and, similarly, for each F2. g S 2. there is F1. g S 1. such that
F 1. m F 2. g S 9. In particular, for « 1. there is F 2. g S 2.0
such that « 1. m F2. g S 9. Take an arbitrary C g K9, C s C1. m C2.,0
C1. g S 1., C2. g S 2.. By definition, C g F S 9 for each F g S 9, and
thus
C g « 1. m F2. S 9 ; « 1. m F2. S .  .0 0
s « 1.F1. m F1.F2. : F1. g S 1. , F2. g S 2. 40
which means that C1. s « 1.F1. for some F1. g S 1., giving C1. g K 1..0 0
Accordingly, C2. g K 2. and thus
 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2.4K9 ; C m C : C g K , C g K s K,
the last equality being shown in the course of the proof of Lemma 9.
Taking into account that « is the identity of K, we obtain
« 9« s « 9,
which gives the equality « s « 9. For the corresponding projections in the
Hilbert space M, we get P s P9. The inclusion m ; m yields M ; Mf f 9 f f 9
for the Hilbert space completions of the spaces m and m , respectively,f f 9
so for the projections P , P onto these spaces we have P O P . Sincef f 9 f f 9
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P s  P and P s P9, we get P s P , moreover, the spectrumf g s a . f f f 9
 .s a 9 consists solely of the functions f 9. Consequently, we have by
Theorem 10
f 9 g s f g , g s f 1. m f 2. g , g s f 1. g f 2. g .  .  .  .  .
1.  1.. 2.  2..for some f g s a , f g s a , which yields the inclusion
s a 9 ; f 1. f 2. : f 1. g s a 1. , f 2. g s a 2. . 4 .  .  .
 i.   i..The reverse inclusion is clear because, for f g s a ,
a  i.x  i. s f  i. g x  i. .g
and thus
a 1. m a 2. x 1. m x 2. s f 1. g f 2. g x 1.x 2. , .  .  .g g
1. 2.  .showing that f f g s a 9 .
We finish this section with a brief discussion of the fixed points. The
fixed point space is the eigenspace corresponding to the identical eigen-
value 1. For completely positive systems this space is a von Neumann
 w x.subalgebra of the algebra of the system cf. 10 . Let us observe that
1. 2. 1. 2.m m m s m m m . 1 1 1
if and only if
P s P 1. m P 2. .1 1 1
 .The equality 11 implies now the following.
  i.  i.  i..COROLLARY 12. Let m , a , v , i s 1, 2, be two completely positi¨ e
dynamical systems defined on abelian semigroups G i., i s 1, 2, respecti¨ ely,
 . 1. 2.and let m , a , v be their tensor product defined on the semigroup G = G .
 .Then the fixed point algebra of m , a , v is the tensor product of the fixed
 1. 1. 1..  2. 2. 2..point algebras of the systems m , a , v and m , a , v .
1. 2. 1. 2. 1.  .Now consider the product system m m m , a m a , v mg g
2..v . For such a system we have
P s P 1.1. m P 2.2. .1 f f
1. 2.f f s1
 i.  i. .f gs a
1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. .But the equality f f s 1 means that f s f , so f g s a im-
2. 1. 1. 1. 2. .plies f s f g s a , showing that the relation P s P m P is1 1 1
 1..  2..  4equivalent to the condition s a l s a s 1 . Thus we obtain
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  i.  i.  i..COROLLARY 13. Let m , a , v , i s 1, 2, be two completely positi¨ e
 .dynamical systems defined on the same abelian semigroup, and let m , a , v
be their tensor product defined on this semigroup. Then the fixed point algebra
 .of m , a , v is the tensor product of the fixed point algebras of the systems
 1. 1. 1..  2. 2. 2..  1..  2..  4m , a , v and m , a , v if and only if s a l s a s 1 .
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